CALLING BULLSH*T ON BUSY

“Andrew’s event drew a standing-room only crowd that remained
engaged even beyond the presentation. His presentation was loaded
with great, approachable organization tactics, real, calculable data on
how clutter costs us in so many ways, and best of all, was delivered
with his signature humor!”
Erika Heet, Editorial Director, Dwell on Design
“Thank you for the great job you did at our annual tax
management retreat as our keynote speaker. This year’s all-day
program was by far the most successful and critical acclaimed,
in large part due to your presentation and workshops. You
sprinkled practical takeaways with entertaining slides and stories
providing our attendees with the tools they need to become
more organized and efficient. I recommend you to any organization
seeking greater organization and in general, to improve the
quality of life of its members!”
Robert Charron, Partner-In-Charge Tax Department, Friedman LLP
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THE HARD COSTS OF DISORGANIZATION:

Executives waste 6 weeks per year searching for lost documents. That’s $12,000 lost for every $100,000 earned.
280 hours (7 weeks per year!) are lost by workers seeking instruction and clarification.
Did you know that 30 minutes are lost per interruption? US workers are interrupted every 10 minutes.

CALL BULLSH*T ON BUSY, AND YOU CAN:

Increase productivity and efficiency by 25%—instantly.
Learn why multitasking never works and what to do instead.
Crush interruptions before they happen and stay focused—even in open floorplans.
Conquer procrastination and learn how to overcome the fog of overwhelm.

GO FROM FRANTIC TO FREEDOM

KEYNOTES + BREAKOUTS:
Learn what clutter costs us in our work (and in our lives) and how you can quickly get back one hour or more each day.
Harness the energy of living and working in alignment with your values. Get ready to be inspired, challenged,
provoked, and experience why over 100,000 people and the media rave about “The Most Organized Man in America.”
TRAINING + WORKSHOPS:
Customized training and workshops deliver at least three (3) immediately actionable takeaways that will increase
productivity by 25% or more. Each program is participant-focused, experiential, innovative and interactive.
Expect to generate ideas, collaborate, reflect, solve problems, and have fun.
POWER COACHING SESSIONS:
15-minute power sessions where individuals get specific strategies for their unique problems and challenges.
Hyper-focused sessions encourage participants to think quickly, drill down and rapidly adopt new behaviors to
boost achievement. Perfect for sales teams, road warriors, managers and other “dollars for hours” workers.
Longer sessions for key executives are available upon request.

